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Parasitic Publics
Kyle R. Larson and George F. (Guy) McHendry, Jr.

We introduce “parasitic publics” as a necessary, generative addition to scholarship on publics
and counterpublics. Parasitic publics are reactionary discursive spaces formed residually and
institutionalized affectively through the invention, circulation, and uptake of demagogic rheto-
rics. They feed off of oppressive conditions in the public sphere by (1) articulating with dominant
discourses to exploit dominant publics’ centripetal force and (2) safeguarding the assemblage of
dominant publics against counterdiscursive challenge. To illustrate and elaborate on this con-
cept, we use articulation theory to analyze a highly organized white nationalist collective that
swarms digital forums and comment sections. Founded by a former Republican congressional
aid and Ronald Reagan appointee, this collective maintains training podcasts on their politics
and debate strategies, two different databases of copy-and-paste rhetorics, two rhetorical style
guides, and a subforum through which they direct each other to swarm digital spaces. We
conclude with implications for future research on contemporary public spheres.

Keywords: articulation theory, counterpublics, public sphere, publics, white nationalism

In 2011, a white nationalist collective began coordinated rhetorical attacks on digital
forums and comment sections. Targeting trending topics and stories, these indivi-
duals inject racist propaganda into everyday discussions to mainstream their dis-
course in the public sphere. This collective calls itself “Swarmfront” and initially
began as a sub-community on Stormfront—the first and largest white nationalist
website. Swarmfront was founded by Bob Whitaker, a former Republican congres-
sional aid and Ronald Reagan appointee. Despite Whitaker’s death in 2017, his
expansive white nationalist writings remain an active resource for the collective’s
rhetoric. Allegiance toWhitaker is so strong that members call themselves “BUGS” or
some variation of it (e.g., “BUGSER” or “BUGSter”). BUGS stands for “Bob’s Under-
Ground Seminar.” BUGS raid online platforms with coded racist rhetoric. They have
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training podcasts on their politics and debate strategies, two databases of copy-and-
paste rhetorics organized around various topics, two rhetorical style guides, and
a subforum through which they direct each other to swarm digital spaces. In fact,
Swarmfront recently targeted YouTube’s livestream of a House Judiciary Committee
hearing about the rise of white nationalism on April 9, 2019. This swarm activity is at
least partly responsible for YouTube’s decision to close the livestream’s comment
section. After the Washington Post reported this development, US Representative
Jerry Nadler read part of the article aloud during that congressional hearing and, in
doing so, quoted the article’s inclusion of a posted comment featuring Swarmfront’s
white nationalist rhetoric (“Full Committee Hearing”; Romm).
There has recently been a significant intensification and mainstreaming of

white nationalist rhetoric and violence in the United States and around the
globe. We note just a few examples to show the alarming circulation and con-
sequences of white nationalism in the contemporary moment:

● The mainstream press’s fascination with the so-called Alt-Right, a white supre-
macist group (Hartzell 14).

● A surge in anti-Muslim rhetoric and violence greater in scale and magnitude
than incidents following September 11, 2001 (Levin).

● The 2015 shooting at Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church, where
a white supremacist murdered nine people—Clementa C. Pinckney, Cynthia
Marie Graham Hurd, Susie Jackson, Ethel Lee Lance, Depayne Middleton-
Doctor, Tywanza Sanders, Daniel L. Simmons, Sharonda Coleman-Singleton,
and Myra Thompson.1

● The rash of vandalism and anti-Semitic graffiti on Jewish cemeteries shortly
after the 2016 election.

● The 2017 Unite the Right rally that culminated in a white supremacist driving
into counterprotestors, killing Heather Heyer.

● The 2018 massacre at Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where
eleven worshipers were killed—Joyce Fienberg, Richard Gottfried, Rose Mal-
linger, Jerry Rabinowitz, Cecil Rosenthal, David Rosenthal, Bernice Simon,
Sylvan Simon, Daniel Stein, Melvin Wax, and Irving Younger.

● The 2018 killing of Maurice Stallard and Gregory Bush by a white supremacist
outside a Kroger in Louisville, Kentucky.

● The ongoing detention of over 12,000 migrant children of color, resulting in the
death of Jaeklin Caal Maquin, 7, and Felipe Gómez Alonzo, 8, under newly
designed immigrations laws targeting the US southern border.

Given these few examples, and the many more that space precludes us from
mentioning, we see clear urgency in analyzing the force with which Swarmfront

1We say their names to recognize and remember the victims of racist terrorism.
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enters and creates discursive space for mainstream white nationalist rhetoric in the
public sphere amid intensifying racist politics in the contemporary United States.
In this essay, we propose the concept of “parasitic publics”2 to add theoretical clarity

to scholarship on counterpublics (Asen, “Seeking”; Fraser; Squires; Warner). This
scholarship offers valuable, necessary attention to alternative publics advancing social
justice and opening discursive space, offering a “constellation of associated social
relations, goals, identities,ways of knowing [and feeling], and evenknowledge domains”
(Nowacek 19). But its relative inattention to white nationalist publics lends theoretical
ambiguity and inconsistency to the designation “counterpublic.” A parasitic public, we
argue, holds a privileged symbiotic relationship with dominant power structures, while
not necessarily being central enough to be a “dominant public.” Attempting to move
closer to, replace, and/or enlarge the center’s assemblage of dominant publics (or
“hosts” of the power structure), a parasitic public articulates with and feeds off of the
power structure’s oppressive norms through demagogic rhetoric intended to limit
discursive space for others and strengthen its own circulatory, material power. Swarm-
front is an ideal case for exploring this framework due to its efforts to insert white
nationalist rhetoric into dominant discourse and public consciousness. Swarmfront’s
character as a parasitic public is perhaps best expressed by one member who states that
their mission is to “infect people with our memes” or “mind viruses” (“Debate Advice
and Style”). As we will demonstrate, the addition of parasitic publics as a theoretical,
analytical concept will more fully account for power, privilege, and oppression in the
public sphere.
In what follows, we first review relevant scholarship on publics and advance our

framework of parasitic publics. Articulation theory is our method of analyzing Swarm-
front’s rhetoric and elaborating on the character of parasitic publics. Articulation is the
rhetorical act of assembling discursive elements in a process of contingent meaning-
making that can produce social collectivities (DeLuca 344; Laclau andMouffe 105).We
situate articulation as a material-discursive mechanism of connection that allows para-
sitic publics to latch onto dominant discourses, feed from extant power structures
within dominant publics, and safeguard dominant publics against counterpublic rheto-
rics.We then analyze Swarmfront as a parasitic public, tracking its parasitic articulation
with dominant discourse and against counterdiscourse. The conclusion suggests the
significance of parasitic publics for future research and for enhanced understanding of
contemporary public spheres.

Dominant, Counter, and Parasitic Publics

Scholarship on (counter)publics draws attention to the different ways identities,
discourses, and rhetorics circulate in, interact with, and shape public spheres. These

2We thank Ryan Vingum for brainstorming different names for this type of public with Kyle Larson. See
also Rogers.
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contributions and debates are far too extensive to do them all justice within this
essay’s limited space. For this reason, we narrow our discussion to four prominent
theorists whose scholarship defines and differentiates counterpublics from other
kinds of publics (Asen; Fraser; Squires; Warner). This focus helps situate the theore-
tical space in which parasitic publics can intervene as a generative conceptual addi-
tion. Our simple observation is: If one can use “counterpublic” to identify black
feminist publics and white nationalist publics, then the conceptual framework lacks
sufficient recognition of power, privilege, and oppression.

Power, Group Identity, and Publics

Scholars have directed significant attention to the relationship between group identity
and counterpublics. This discussion often considers whether or not counterpublicity
is only applicable to oppressed identity groups. Nancy Fraser is the most cited scholar
advancing this constraint in her well-known definition of subaltern counterpublics as
“parallel discursive arenas where members of subordinated groups invent and circu-
late counterdiscourses, which in turn permit them to formulate oppositional inter-
pretations of their identities, interests, and needs” (67). The emphasis on identity
generates some controversy. Catherine R. Squires does not dismiss group identity as
an unreasonable criterion (447); however, she and other theorists critique Fraser’s
definition for being too narrowly reliant on essentialist identity categories and for not
accounting for diverse coalitions and discursive, rhetorical processes (e.g., Asen,
“Seeking” 432; Warner 199). These critiques are valid.
At the same time, scholarship on counterpublics must recognize publics’ dis-

cursive, rhetorical processes within the institutionalized, systemic context of
power differentials (Asen, “Ideology”). This context complicates Michael War-
ner’s discussion of counterpublics. For Warner, a counterpublic is defined by its
“tension with a larger public” (56). A counterpublic “can have a critical relation to
power” and “maintains at some level, conscious or not, an awareness of its
subordinate status” due to its “speech genres and modes of address” that domi-
nant publics would regard “with hostility or with a sense of indecorousness” (56,
119). While this description can be appropriate, it is insufficiently attentive to the
material conditions of power shaping public spheres. This description is also
a little too vague in its characterization of a public’s “awareness of its subordinate
status,” a vagueness that becomes consequential when appropriated by or applied
to white nationalist publics. Subordination, as a status, should be understood as
a relationship to power, manifested in rhetoric’s materiality; subordinated publics
move through structures of power institutionalized historically and presently
against them. We see a difference emerging here between counterpublicity as
a speech genre (through which one can appropriate counterdiscursive style, even
if one’s discourse benefits from dominant power structures) and counterpublicity
as a social, discursive, affective process from which a public’s rhetoric emerges.
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This distinction gives us pause with regard to Warner’s definition because it
does not account for the processes of publics like those of Swarmfront. This
public operates discursively from within the dominant white racial frame—an
“overarching white worldview that encompasses a broad and persisting set of
racial stereotypes, prejudices, ideologies, images, interpretations and narratives,
emotions, and reactions to language accents, as well as racialized inclinations to
discriminate” (Feagin 3). Its members feel their group status and culture threa-
tened by the mere presence of people of color in the United States and by
critiques of white supremacy (Ahmed; Craig, Rucker, and Richeson; Daniels;
Feagin; Roberts-Miller). They benefit from the dominant power structure’s privi-
leging of a particular constellation of identities and discourses. These publics then
use this power and privilege to limit discursive space for others adversely affected
by that same power structure: women, people of color, queer people, and so on.
And yet the white nationalists claim to experience oppression based on perceived
status threat and their distance from the center of the structure affording them
that power and privilege. Warner’s description of counterpublics does not appear
to account for the way privileged groups like white nationalists appropriate the
rhetoric of civil rights and social justice for oppressive means and ends (Daniels 8).
This inattention therefore makes the counterpublic theoretical model ill-suited for
understanding these rhetorical, discursive processes. Applying this model to these
processes would leave the analysis vulnerable to the very rhetorical appropriation
on which white nationalists often rely to narrow counterdiscursive space and
mainstream their discourses. If such publics have different discursive, rhetorical
processes than do dominant publics and counterpublics, then it is important to
consider how to theorize and understand their circulation.

Enclave, Counterpublic, and Satellite

We seek models that account for operations of power. Catherine R. Squires
contributes theoretical clarity by outlining three types of marginal publics based
on the black public sphere: enclave, counterpublic, and satellite. The boundaries
between these publics are notably not definite but simply “responses … given
existing political, economic, social, and cultural conditions” (448). Satellite publics
deserve specific attention. She describes them as “public[s] that seek separation
for reasons other than oppressive relations” (448). Both dominant and oppressed
social groups can operate within and through discursive space as satellite publics
in her framework. She claims, for instance, that the “radical white right-wing” as
a satellite public “does not envision broadening the constellation of publics to
include itself in harmony … [and] stays in its own orbit usually crossing paths
with wider publics only at points of crisis” (463–64). Paradoxically, Squires’s
model of satellite publics could locate radical white right-wing groups within
the domain of counterpublicity at points of crisis. In a white supremacist society,
like the United States, a white nationalist public already exists in a symbiotic
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relationship with the dominant assemblage of publics due to this assemblage’s
adherence to the dominant white racial frame (Omi and Winant 95). Regardless
of its own perception of marginalization or crisis, it has ready access to the
structures of power that assemble dominant discourses—even if this public may
not have direct access to the mainstream political center.
White nationalist groups demonstrate this paradox. They have been organizing

to infiltrate the mainstream, in part because they have perceived themselves in
crisis since at least the early 1980s (Gonzales; Swain; Zeskind). Catherine Chaput
observes, “Political and social crises emerge from an interruption in the rhetorical
energies that sustain our structures of feeling, knowing, and experiencing the
world” (14). Their crisis, mirrored in the dominant discourses and rhetorics of
white citizens (although not exclusively), emerges as a reactionary response to the
Civil Rights Movement, the post-Fordist economic transition in the United States
to global neoliberal capitalism, and demographic shifts based on increased immi-
gration of people of color. It is also telling that Swarmfront began organizing
more formally at the end of 2011. Mark Pitcavage reports that, since 2009, there
has been a “dramatic resurgence” of the extreme right, largely attributed to Barack
Obama’s election (5). One can consider Obama’s election—especially in addition
to the emergence of the Movement for Black Lives—as escalating perceived group
status and cultural threats for white nationalists and, in general, for people
invested in whiteness (see Craig, Rucker, and Richeson).
Because this crisis does not actually displace either white nationalists or white

citizens from extant racial power structures in the United States (i.e., systems
organized around white supremacy), it is not fitting to consider Swarmfront’s
circulation through the lens of a counterpublic or a satellite public. Robert Asen
engages this argument directly in a way that deserves more attention. He notes
that a “decontextualized and dehistoricized perspective” misguidedly positions
“counterpublic” as a neutral term “that fails to account for the ways in which
relations of power and symbolic and material resources influence production,
circulation, and reception of discourse in the public sphere” (“Ideology” 265).
Asen argues that scholars should not discount the validity of a group’s claim to
counterpublicity based solely on different socioeconomic or political positions.
Doing so reaches conclusions about a public’s discourse before an actual analysis
of it (“Ideology” 265). But he also recognizes “counterpublic” as a critical term
that accounts for power, materiality, and ideology. A key analytical factor then
becomes whether or not a public of any kind “implicitly or explicitly widens or
narrows discursive space for others” (“Ideology” 266).
Gaile Pohlhaus Jr.’s insight on epistemic oppression illustrates our concern with

how power, ideology, and materiality impact public spheres: “When a group with
material power is vested in ignoring certain parts of the world, they can …
maintain their ignorance by refusing to recognize and by actively undermining
any newly generated epistemic resource that attends to those parts of the world
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that they are vested in ignoring” (728). In other words, maintaining “counter-
public” as a critical frame involves also recognizing how dehistoricized, decon-
textualized claims of counterpublicity can, by design, reify institutionalized power,
privilege, and oppression. If a public’s rhetoric of counterpublicity exploits
oppressive conditions to narrow discursive space for others, then it is not
a counterpublic—it is a parasitic public.

Swarmfront as Parasitic Public

From its settler-colonial foundation based on genocidal atrocities to its contemporary
“new Jim Crow” context of mass incarceration, the United States is a white ethno-
centric, white supremacist nation-state. Whiteness is itself a racial articulation with
institutionalized, systemic power. As James Baldwin states succinctly, “White is
a metaphor for power” (I AmNot 107). Whiteness is an articulation of the networked
forces that construct the national identity of the United States. Recognizing the
historical and continuing dominance of the white racial frame in this national context
is fundamental for any critical analysis that “accounts for the ways in which relations
of power and symbolic and material resources influence production, circulation, and
reception of discourse in the public sphere” (Asen, “Ideology” 265).
The affective contours of whiteness are essential to the racial formation of parasitic

publics. Lauren Berlant observes that the contemporary public sphere is an intimate
public sphere, understood best through affect as a central structuring factor. Sara
Ahmed also makes clear that “feelings do not reside in subjects or objects, but are
produced as effects of circulation” (8). Affective circulation structures and animates
social formations (Ahmed 4). Therefore, it is important to recognize “emotions not as
psychological dispositions, but as investments in social norms” conditioned by
histories, power relations, and social, material, and economic structures (Ahmed
56). When these norms begin to erode and/or experience strong counterdiscursive
challenge, publics benefitting from hegemonic discourses can feel as if they too are in
the process of demise.
Several scholars note that dominant discursive formations in the contemporary

public sphere in the United States face increasing challenges due to shifts in
material, social investments, and relations resulting from the global movement
of capital (e.g., Ahmed; Berlant; Gonzales; Wingard). Berlant notes how “[t]he
fantasies that are fraying includ[ing], particularly, upward mobility, job security,
political and social equality, and lively, durable intimacy” generate affects of loss
(3). Baldwin decades earlier observed this condition, arguably prefiguring what
Berlant would later call “cruel optimism” (3):

Now, not even the people who are the most spectacular recipients of the
benefits of this prosperity are able to endure these benefits: they can neither
understand them nor do without them. Above all, they cannot imagine the
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price paid by their victims, or subjects, for this way of life, and so they cannot
afford to know why the victims are revolting. (I Am Not 90)

These publics respond to affective crises based on the attachments embedded in
their discourses (Berlant 20). After all, people must interpret crises. Increasing
uncertainty, anxiety, and fear among wider, dominant publics about these articu-
lations of national identity—especially with national identity articulated within
the white racial frame—create the affective conditions for increased circulation of
a white nationalist parasitic public.

Organizing for Circulating Parasitic Articulation

In creation, structure, and activity, Swarmfront is designed for articulating racist
discourse with dominant publics. Ahmed notes the role articulation performs in
the organization of hate within an affective economy: “The ‘doing’ of hate is not
simply ‘done’ in the moment of its articulation. A chain of effects (which are at
once affects) are in circulation” (57). Swarmfront’s organizational action seeks
discursive chains within dominant publics and articulates with them. Its articula-
tions seek to modify the parasitic public’s relation to the assemblage of dominant
publics, exploiting dominant publics’ centripetal force to increase the uptake of
white nationalist discourse in the public sphere. The presence of whiteness and
white supremacist discourses in dominant publics increases the relative ease with
which Swarmfront’s articulations operate. However, as a group they engage in
patterned behaviors to organize hate.
Swarmfront actively recruits new members. They state that potential members

should be those committed to white supremacy (in practice, even if not by name)
but who may not yet have the language to advocate for white nationalism. This
community is different from the public audiences they target, those whom they
see as susceptible to coded rhetoric but whom they also recognize would not
explicitly commit to Swarmfront’s racist ideologies. An example of this specific
targeting occurs when one member reminds everyone to “send this message
ONLY to those who are pro-white but not yet on message” (“Recruiting”). In
the forum, members share and revise a standard template that they can circulate
via direct messages to people who share their commitments. They discuss purpo-
sefully skimming relevant platforms and spaces to identify recruits, exploring
their digital activity to ensure that they are trustworthy. They also mine other
white nationalist networks (Stormfront, in particular; The Daily Stormer, less
often) for recruits and resources. For instance, one particularly active member
on January 3, 2019, announced on Stormfront a new digital campaign called “The
White Dragon,” calling on 150 Stormfront members to swarm the “We the
People” website on the first of each month with Swarmfront rhetoric. This
campaign currently has 95 participants nicknamed “small white dragons.”
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Once recruited, Swarmfront participants are provided with myriad resources
for teaching members (again, referred to as “BUGS”) to articulate with existing
chains of discourse. These guides help recruits to learn the collective’s ideological
beliefs and articulation practices. Swarmfront founder Bob Whitaker developed
and led a massive online instructional seminar (in the form of a collection of
webpages) called National Salvation that taught his white nationalist beliefs.
National Salvation is a truly massive archive—in total, it is 622 individual
webpages (containing just over 521,000 words and comprising 1,061 Portable
Document Format pages) that each express white nationalist beliefs on
a different topic, organized around the broad categories of basics, siegecraft,
“wordism,” parties, nations, Jews, morals, law, history, and “Whitakerism.”
Swarmfront advises newer members to listen to two different training podcast
series: “White Rabbit Radio” created by Timothy Murdock, a.k.a. Horus the
Avenger (over 100 episodes) and “Beefcake Bootcamp” (over forty episodes).
Additionally, BUGS Radio was a talk radio show with discussions between differ-
ent BUGS on relevant issues about swarm activities. These resources feature
sophisticated technical, rhetorical skill and facilitate a highly organized on-
boarding process for new BUGS. As such, they serve as clear evidence for how
Swarmfront’s organizational structure is designed for teaching members to articu-
late in dominant discursive spaces.
Perhaps no resource demonstrates Swarmfront’s organizational complexity more

than its 11,000-word platform that BUGS use as a tool when swarming online
discussions. Named BUGS Buddy, this platform was first a computer program before
being converted to the current online version. BUGS Buddy features a rhetorical style
guide and database of rhetorical appeals, questions, and quotes. The platform is
designed to ensure BUGS disseminate uniform messages likely to articulate and
resonate with existing dominant discourses as these messages, through presence
and encounter, continue building affective residue over time and space. Updated in
2014, BUGS Buddy’s preamble is an abbreviated rhetorical style guide that outlines
thirteen language and debate strategies when swarming online platforms (see Appen-
dix A).3 Some of these strategies (which we later address more fully) include staying
on message, using their own specific terminology such as “anti-White” instead of
“race traitor,” and always being the one to ask the questions, never answering
questions from others. The remainder of the platform functions as a database of
rhetorical appeals, questions, and quotes organized around specific topics such as
assimilation, birth rates, colonialism, demographic shifts, diversity, immigration,
multiracial children, social constructs, and white privilege. BUGS are instructed to
copy-and-paste these rhetorics during swarms when those topics arise or to provoke
those topics to arise (see Appendix A’s drop-down menu for topics).

3A larger rhetorical style guide, developed separately and published in 2011, now appears on
a newcomer’s onboarding thread. See Appendix B.
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On December 9, 2018, Swarmfront announced a new tool very similar to BUGS
Buddy called Whitaker STINGS. This tool is also a database of copy-and-paste
appeals, but it is different from BUGS Buddy because it was developed from
Whitaker’s writing in National Salvation and therefore addresses a wider range of
topics. The announcement by “Laura” reads, “Whitaker STINGS has been a work
in progress over many months and its effectiveness has been tested in the field by
the BUGSER who created it with positive results. But now its [sic] time for
BUGSERS to use it in the field and REPORT BACK” (“New Tool”). Whitaker
STINGS contains over 13,000 words, offering concise talking points on a variety of
white nationalist beliefs. Some of the larger topics include communism, free
speech, history, immigration, integration-genocide, “mommy professor,” political
correctness, and race. Here is one talking point on integration: “This is what anti-
Whites say we must all agree on: What is non-White belongs to non-Whites.
What is White also belongs to non-Whites” (sec. 2, par. 2). This statement reflects
and exploits an affective structure present in many chains of discourse circulating
in dominant publics, such as discourse on social support systems, affirmative
action, taxation, education, immigration, and the nation-state. Patricia Hill Col-
lins notes, for instance, how the controlling image of “welfare queen” emerged in
dominant discourse during the Reagan administration. This controlling image
functioned as a mechanism to stigmatize working-class black women as “content
to take the hard-earned money of tax-paying Americans,” mask “the effects of
cuts in government spending on social welfare programs,” and therefore scape-
goat black women for “the deterioration of U.S. interests” and the “American way
of life” instead of allowing open discursive space for critiques of the administra-
tion’s reactionary disinvestment in the nation (88). The ways in which these
entrenched discursive-affective conditions structure the contemporary public
sphere allow for increased circulation and uptake of Swarmfront’s articulations.
Swarmfront tracks its circulation by asking for daily activity reports. BUGS

paste links to swarmed locations in a subforum titled “Where Did You Post the
Mantra Today?” This reporting activity began on Stormfront before moving to
a Swarmfront-specific site owned by Whitaker. Stormfront is a digital space that
serves different ideological factions of white supremacy (Daniels 109). Our archive
evidences tensions between Whitaker and Stormfront members who would not
follow his propaganda tactics. Referring to himself as a “professional propagan-
dist,” he considered Stormfront to be “obsessed with revolutions of the obvious
sort” instead of with mainstreaming movements organized around propaganda
efforts (“Ruling Ideas”). Although the older archive located on Stormfront is not
managed or able to be managed by BUGS, the newer archive on Swarmfront’s site
is deleted roughly every two weeks. The archive mainly serves to generate an
amplifying effect, directing BUGS to sites for collective action. But for us, the
subforums offer an archive of swarms. Through these archives, we have uncov-
ered and surveilled BUGS using efficient commenting platforms like Disqus to
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organize swarm activity on multiple sites through one digital space (which then
gives us an archive of the particular BUGSter’s activity, at least through that
platform). BUGS mention using multiple accounts during swarms. At times, they
switch between different accounts to start arguments with themselves in order to
bait people into participating in the manufactured exchanges, boosting attention
to and prominence of their discourse and rhetorics within these spaces. What
might appear to be a large, heated argument could, in fact, reflect the rhetorical
efforts of one BUGSter. These strategies are a rhetorical means to manipulate
public audiences into thinking a large number of people just happen to share
similar perspectives, rather than recognizing that the posts originate from a highly
organized collective of white nationalists.
Swarmfront’s organizational complexity is pivotal to enabling BUGS to articulate

with dominant discourses in the public sphere on a scale that appears much larger
than the actual size of Swarmfront. Swarmfront’s rhetorical style guide stresses the
importance of staying onmessage and using the copy-and-paste appeals during raids.
The participants hold each other strictly accountable to this practice and call each
other out (referred to as “throwing the muddy boot”) if someone “gets pissed, steps
out of the line, and tries to fight the man [sic] opposite him alone in the old style”
instead of remaining strategic, organized, and on message (Whitaker “The Short
Sword”). These practices illustrate their organizational structure and ability to gen-
erate complex acts of articulation from strategic positions of power. Given these
resources, we now turn to Swarmfront’s parasitic rhetoric for public audiences.

Parasitic Articulation with Dominant Publics

Swarmfront organizes its parasitic articulations around a rhetorical framework called
“the mantra.”No element of Swarmfront’s discourse commands more attention than
the myth of “white genocide.” The term appears 58 times in BUGS Buddy, 120 times
in Whitaker STINGS, and 713 times in National Salvation.4 Swarmfront constructs
white genocide as a grand replacement conspiracy aiming to use mass immigration
and miscegenation as mechanisms to solve racial conflict and, in the process,
eliminate white people. The abbreviated rhetorical style guide offers a formulation
of this reasoning: “We are talking about White genocide, by forced assimilation and
mass immigration” (BUGS Buddy, sec. 1, point 1, subpoint 1). To them, “assimila-
tion” strictly means to “intermarry, with all those non-Whites” (sec. 2, par. 4).
Rhetorically, they work to situate white genocide as real, and present their “pro-
White” identity as marginalized in contemporary power structures that push for
diversity: “Assimilation is forced because no area is allowed to remainWhite. The aim
is to achieve ‘diversity’, but this program of ‘diversity’ is only for White countries”

4While BUGS Buddy and Whitaker STINGS use the term “white genocide,” National Salvation uses the
term “white racial genocide.”
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(sec. 1, point 1, subpoint 2). Such rhetoric circulates the white supremacist argument
that the United States is a white nation-state struggling to remain white—as opposed
to an already diverse nation organized aroundwhite supremacy. Throughmetonymic
slippage around “assimilation,” this parasitic public tellingly articulates communal
identity discourse with national and familial identity discourses. As Whitaker writes
in National Salvation, “we must frame ALL issues in the Light of The One Question:
‘Is It Good For My Family, as the microcosm of my RACE, and is it good for my
RACE, as the macrocosm of my Family?’” (“The Great Strength”). It is important to
recognize that this white supremacist articulation already exists within the discursive
assemblage of dominant publics. The function and power of white genocide rhetoric
is, in fact, deeply rooted in the historical emergence of the white racial frame present
at the United States’s founding and today.
Swarmfront’s investment in mythic whiteness through the articulation of racial

community with nation-state is not an affective attachment isolated to white
nationalist publics. Rather, this structure of feeling dominates the politics of
citizenship and national identity in the United States. We follow Shui-yin Sharon
Yam in understanding citizenship as “an embodied relation and felt sense among
bodies, which in turn translates into an economy of circulating signs and dis-
course that carries and accumulates immense political power within the public
network” (412). Nation-building for dominant publics in a precarious public
sphere, as Jennifer Wingard argues in building from Ahmed, relies on defining
idealized national citizenry and community with “others” and against “other
others” (5). “Others” are those that the nation uses as a means to feel benevolent
through multicultural inclusion, and “other others” are those that the nation must
exclude or deport for the sake of defining community, national borders. The
desire for virtuousness, as defined in relation to whiteness, is a strong component
of the white racial frame (Feagin 94). The rhetoric of “diversity and inclusion” is
often indicative of this “branding” of others—that is, indicative of a rhetorical,
affective strategy for creating national identity without regard to difference or
material circumstances (Wingard ix). It is always important to ask: Inclusion into
what kind of system and by what means? Multicultural inclusion is often
a paternalistic, tokenizing gesture based on the fetishized representation of others,
who are only acceptable as insider-outsiders when they are judged “non-
threatening” through the performance of whiteness and/or when necessary for
the maintenance of inequitable systems (Gonzales 164; Lowe 417). This under-
standing implicates pro-immigration discourse circulating within dominant lib-
eral publics. Alfonso Gonzales observes that

most proposals [addressing immigration] are based on the same good immi-
grant-bad immigrant binary that has been used by both the anti-migrant bloc
and immigration reformers over the last decade. This binary does not allow for
proposals that recognize the fundamental and inalienable human rights of
migrants. (163)
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Pro-immigration discourse is not necessarily the same as pro-migrant discourse if
it does little to address the asymmetrical power relations between nation-states.
When dominant liberal publics circulate economic rhetorics for supporting
immigration, the cruel circularity here is that the value of migrants of color
emerges in the articulation of their exploited labor with the systemic maintenance
of US neoliberal globalization, which can exacerbate or be a source of the very
conditions causing mass immigration (Gonzales 162).
The branding of others and other others occurs within the context of dominant

publics’ articulation of national and communal identity discourses with familial
identity discourse. Wingard offers a powerful analysis of this discursive assemblage.
She recognizes how “the family, community, and the nation represent a metonymic
chain” (47). Wingard observes that, in an intimate public sphere, citizenship is less of
a public matter of following the nation-state’s laws. Instead, citizenship is more of
a private matter of who does and does not belong to the national family (48). The
political weaponization of “family values” rhetoric within Grand Old Party discourse
is demonstrative of this articulation (32). Occurring within the articulation of “nation
as family,” the branding of others and other others creates the dominant discursive
conditions for the white racial frame to construct white people as being the “hosts” of
the nation-state. Consequently, the United States becomes understood (consciously
or unconsciously) as a white nation-state within this dominant frame. This dominant
discursive assemblage therefore demarcates the national family of citizens within the
borders of white heteronormativity (48). Ahmed observes in relation to this discur-
sive assemblage,

This narrative involves a rewriting of history, in which the labour of others
(migrants, slaves) is concealed in a fantasy that it is the white subject who “built
this land.” The white subjects claim the place of hosts (“our shores”), at the
same time as they claim the position of victim, as the ones who are damaged by
an “unmerciful government.” (43)

Ali Behdad calls this rhetorical fantasy based within the white racial frame
“presumed transhistorical national cohesion” (qtd. in Gonzales 28). Swarmfront
articulates with this discursive assemblage, framing mass immigration and inter-
racial relationships as “white genocide.” The articulation inculcates Swarmfront
into a worldview that ignores basic elements of the United States’s foundation,
misappropriates brutal realities of genocidal violence inflicted on communities of
color by white communities, and allows the white genocide myth to take shape
and have valence in their imagination.
Within this white nationalist imagination, mass immigration symbolizes “invasion”

of the white nation-state and therefore invasion of white identity. This rhetorical
construction of migrants of color as “invaders” circulates widely within dominant
publics as well. Dominant discourses often construct mass immigration as an external
threat to individual, communal, and national identity (Feagin 149). In other words,
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migrants of color become the other others. When the white racial frame articulates
immigration and “majority-minority” discourses, it perceives immigration as a threat
to white people’s institutionalized power as the nation-state’s “hosts” (e.g., loss of land,
money, jobs, home). Statistical reporting on future US demographic shifts based on the
increased immigration of people of color heighten this threat’s affective intensity:
“White Americans (i.e., the current racial majority) experience the impending ‘major-
ity-minority’ shift as a threat to their dominant (social, economic, political, & cultural)
status” (Craig, Rucker, and Richeson 5). Social psychology research from Yale Uni-
versity’s Social Perception & Communication Lab demonstrates that reporting on the
impending “majority-minority” shift—when not framed accurately and critically as
alone not likely to change white people’s institutionalized power as the dominant racial
group—results in perceived group-status and cultural threats. These perceived threats
to power further incline white people as a group to devalue racial diversity, worry about
“reverse racism,” and support increasingly conservative and reactionary policies on
a range of issues (Craig, Rucker, and Richeson 3). The threat’s heightened affective
intensity creates residual conditions among dominant publics for increased uptake of
white genocide rhetoric and sentiment. As Ahmed explains, through emotions, “sub-
jects become invested in particular structures such that their demise is felt as a kind of
living death” (12; emphasis in the original).
But articulation does not simply connect circulating discourses. In using para-

sitic articulations to connect with dominant discourses, parasitic publics attempt
to latch onto and modify the assemblage in order to move themselves into the
constellation of dominant publics. In modifying the discourses through parasitic
articulations, these publics fundamentally narrow discursive space for others.
Swarmfront’s white genocide rhetoric—a rhetoric of perceived group-status and
cultural threat—attempts to modify dominant discourse through its articulation
of interracial relationships with mass immigration. The articulation creates
a rhetorical assemblage of threat that functions to produce heightened anxiety
(Wingard 56). When articulated with heteronormative familial discourse through
Swarmfront’s metonymic slippage of “assimilation,” interracial relationships
become linked to multiracial children (i.e., miscegenation). This linkage demon-
strates how white nationalist and conservative discourses often intersect with the
patriarchal discursive objectification of “woman-as-mother” (Perry 76).Whitaker
even states in National Salvation that attention drawn to declining white birth
rates is a “disastrous argument” to their cause because it weakens the mantra’s
rhetorical efficacy and audience attention (“Birthrate [sic] Argument”).
Dominant publics, often those reflecting moderate conservatism and white

liberalism, have circulated problematic discourse about multiracial children
being the nation’s inevitable future, at times even objectifying multiracial children
as “solutions” to racism by their presence alone (Orphanides). These narratives
are problematic not only because they generate misunderstanding of the deeply
entrenched character of institutionalized, systemic racism but also because they
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uncritically heighten perceived group-status and cultural threat within the white
racial frame, becoming resourceful rhetorics for white supremacist recruitment
among wider publics. Interracial relationships come to symbolize the “invasion”
of the white family body, and the white racial frame perceives them as a threat to
white people’s institutionalized power as white “hosts” of the national family
structure. Interracial relationships then become the internal threat to individual,
communal, and national identity. Swarmfront’s articulation of interracial relation-
ships with mass immigration affectively exploits the epistemic injustices of domi-
nant discourse’s white racial frame. The articulation exploits the otherness of
people of color within the assemblage of dominant discourses in order to modify
the assemblage’s branding of people of color from others to other others. Such
a modification would obviously narrow discursive space.

Parasitic Articulation Against Counterpublics

Parasitic publics have at least a dual rhetorical character. These publics’ articulation
with dominant discourses seeks to modify the assemblage of dominant publics, as
suggested above. But parasitic publics are fundamentally reactionary discursive
spaces.With this inmind, a second character of parasitic publics is articulation against
counterdiscourses that challenge dominant publics. Arguably, the more counterpub-
lics threaten dominant discourses, the more dominant publics are likely to recognize
the uptake of parasitic articulations as advantageous for buttressing their discourses
andmaintaining the status quo. Parasitic publics’ articulations against counterpublics
exploit the centripetal force of dominant publics in this way, appealing to these
publics’ need to secure their discourses from counterdiscursive challenge. Patricia
Roberts-Miller discusses the rhetorical function of “immunizing” in her analysis of
how proslavery rhetors scapegoated abolitionists: “By presenting a weak version of
opposition arguments to precommitted readers, an immunizing text ensures that the
readers will resist the stronger version should they ever be exposed to it” (157).
Parasitic publics circulate demagogic rhetorics that perform this function through
articulation. Dominant publics within a precarious public sphere can find these
articulations especially appealing when they involve demagogic rhetoric that scape-
goats others and other others. They redirect in-group attention and anxiety from the
precarious conditions of their own making to an out-group, thereby diffusing intra-
group conflict and uniting the in-group against a common “enemy.” Swarmfront’s
demagogic rhetoric, in particular, appeals to an audience of moderate white people,
whom they call “white and normal,” by linking anti-racist counterpublics with racism.
Their most repeated appeal performs this rhetorical articulation and ends their
mantra and short mantras5: “Anti-racist is a code word for anti-White.”

5Short mantras were especially designed for Twitter and other forums with length limitations.
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Swarmfront’s portrayal of anti-racism is beyond problematic, perhaps best described
as a dense community of straw-people occupying numerous imaginary discursive
spaces within dominant publics. The repetitive formulation of “Anti-racist is a code
word for Anti-White” encapsulates this process, and BUGS Buddy’s collection of copy-
and-paste appeals further evidences Swarmfront’s “immunizing” rhetorical construc-
tion of anti-racist counterdiscourse. This rhetoric is dangerous because its parasitic
operation further pre-conditions dominant publics with rhetorical frameworks that
prevent counterpublics from effectively disarticulating dominant discourses for those
audiences. BUGS Buddy is full of explicit efforts to directly and indirectly associate anti-
racist counterpublics with the stance of “anti-white.”Whitaker uses the analogy of the
Roman Legion to describe BUGS’s strategic wielding of short mantra phrases as akin to
a “short sward [sic], which Romans used in their tight formations, up close and
personal, to gut their enemies who could not get through the wall shield” (“The
Short Sword”). For example, they represent anti-racist rhetoric in the following way:

Anti-Whites say there should be no White Countries
Anti-Whites say there should be no White Towns
Anti-Whites say there should be no White Neighbourhoods
Anti-Whites say there should be no White Schools
Anti-Whites say there should be no White Classes
Anti-Whites say there should be no White Sports
Anti-Whites say there should be no White Anything
Anti-Whites say there should be no White people
Anti-racist is a codeword for anti White. (BUGS Buddy)

This Swarmfront “mini-mantra” directly articulates anti-racism as “anti-White” in
the final sentence. But it also does so indirectly through the mini-mantra’s structure by
replacing “Anti-Whites,” the subject and first word of the first eight statements, with
“Anti-racist” as the subject and first word of the last. The replacement draws on the
anaphora’s repetition to help perform its argument. The (re)presentation of anti-racist
rhetoric into a set of ahistorical, inaccurate propositions functions as a demagogic
“unification device” of white supremacy (Roberts-Miller 111). This discourse attempts
to prevent audiences invested in whiteness from experiencing transformative encoun-
ters with anti-racist counterdiscourse because audiences can then reduce the rhetoric to
these short, simple misformulations affectively attuned with dominant structures of
feeling within a white supremacist nation-state. One does not need to be a rhetorician
to recognize how these misformulations purposefully do not include Swarmfront’s
enthymeme that there should be allwhite schools, allwhite classes, allwhite sports—all
of which would exist in the United States only because of settler-colonialism and
institutionalized white supremacy. Instead, Swarmfront’s rhetoric simply seeks to
generate a shared, collectively threatened in-group identity.
Swarmfront’s public audiences are those who are “white and normal” and can

find comfort and stability in coded racist rhetoric when articulated within certain
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affective crises or structures of feeling. Such audiences have affective attachments
to whiteness because it grants them power and privilege. With Swarmfront’s
formulation of racial politics and dissemination of the mantra, such audiences
can not only take up Swarmfront’s discourse but also be further conditioned to
resist the uptake of anti-racist discourse.
Pursuing this analysis, we return to the white racial frame in order to elaborate on its

operation within dominant discourses and explain its perpetuation of epistemic injus-
tice against counterdiscourse. The white racial frame articulates the discursive elements
of individualism, liberty, justice, meritocracy, and personal responsibility (among
others) through myths and grand narratives about the nation’s founding (Feagin).
This articulation exemplifies what Baldwin describes as the ways “America became
white—the people who, as they claim, ‘settled’ the country became white—because of
the necessity of denying Black presence, and justifying the Black subjugation” (“On
BeingWhite”). This discursive assemblage is a central component of dominant publics.
For these publics, success within a capitalist system is an outcome of “hard work” and
an indication of being a “good person.” Shifting material, social conditions, partly
resulting from the United States’s post-Fordist economic transition to global neoliberal
capitalism, produce anxiety, insecurity, and fear for those affectively attuned to these
discourses. For them, it puts into question whether they worked hard enough and are
good enough people. The white racial frame can exacerbate these conditions, for
instance, by articulating anti-racist counterdiscourse with the discourse of individual-
ism. This disruptive uptake reframes critiques of institutionalized, systemic white
supremacy solely into critiques of themselves as white individuals (Daniels 52). This
uptake is present throughout US history, no matter the tactical rhetorical efforts to
distance system from person. One can observe its presence in how many slave owners
often interpreted abolitionist criticisms of slavery as personal attacks and how many
white southerners often interpreted civil rights criticisms of Jim Crow as personal
attacks (Feagin 18; Roberts-Miller 156). After all, the white racial frame colonizes, as in
its interpretation of “Black lives matter” as “only Black lives matter.” Emotions indicate
investments in social norms. When those norms are publicly challenged, people
invested in those norms can often feel personally attacked.
Anti-racist counterpublic antagonism, for example, disarticulates received

material gains and opportunities from the individualistic discourse of meritocracy
and rearticulates them into counterdiscourse about white privilege. Audiences
using the white racial frame misinterpret this rhetoric to mean that they have not
worked hard for their gains and opportunities (and therefore are not “good
people”). These compounding affective, discursive processes provide residue for
Swarmfront’s rhetoric to “stick.” Rather than build community with anti-racist
counterpublics and find reconciliation in the realities of individual limitations
within oppressive social systems, these audiences can find it easier to take comfort
in the cruel optimism of their current affective attachments and misplace the
source of their anxieties, insecurities, and fear onto others and other others. As
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George Lipsitz observes, “In our society, white vanity is more highly valued than
black humanity. … Yet whites view themselves as innocent and unaccountable for
a system that is rigged in their behalf” (119). Parasitic publics can feed off of these
affective structures to limit others’ discursive space and build their own power.
Jessie Daniels states in this regard, “White supremacy online is founded in an
epistemology of ignorance in which whites who adopt the white racial frame are
unable to see the worlds they have created and their privileged position within
[them] but instead configure themselves as victims” (20). Because the white racial
frame shapes dominant discourse, and white bodies benefit from white suprema-
cist social structures (including structures of feeling), Swarmfront’s public-facing
rhetoric articulates with the lived experience of privileged majorities who do not
see their ways of living as connected to larger racist politics. In doing so,
Swarmfront can safeguard dominant discourse from counterdiscursive challenge
for these audiences.
This audience-centered function is important because Swarmfront explicitly avoids

substantive engagement with anti-racist rhetors. The rhetorical style guide reminds
BUGS, “we are making our points to the audience. In politics you don’t deny your
opponent’s points—youmake your own points” (BUGSBuddy, sec. 1, point 1, subpoint
4). Their work to redefine anti-racists as “anti-White” swarms public spheres with
incredibly simplistic distortions of anti-racist counterdiscourse for the explicit purpose
of making Swarmfront’s arguments appear reasonable and comforting to white audi-
ences. To further this practice, BUGS purposely do not answer questions, claiming that
they do not need to engage with “anti-Whites” because they “have the moral high
ground” (sec. 1, point 6). Swarmfront negatively calls honest engagement with counter-
discursive questions “tailgating.” Instead of tailgating, BUGS aggressively attempt to
control the rhetorical frame and dominate the conditions of the discussion in order to
“show the general public what the anti-White really is” (sec. 1, point 5). And, as
previously discussed, they at times even switch between accounts and argue with
themselves in order to bait anti-racists and others into engaging with them on their
own terms. These rhetorical strategies attempt to persuade their targeted audience of
“white and normal” people to adopt their racist frameworks or at least offer this
audience a comfortable, self-affirming reason to delay or resist undertaking the difficult,
often painful self-reflexive development of anti-racist praxis.

Significance for Future Research and Understanding Public Spheres

In this essay, we define an additional public: the parasitic public. We have out-
lined a framework for parasitic publics as a generative conceptual addition to
scholarship on (counter)publics. It is important to recognize publics as involving
complex assemblages of discourses, processes, and relationships. This recognition
necessitates critical attention to forwarding definitions and assessments grounded
in actual analysis of a public’s discourse, “account[ing] for the ways in which
relations of power and symbolic and material resources influence production,
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circulation, and reception of discourse in the public sphere” (Asen, “Ideology”
265). With this in mind, we offer the following brief descriptions inspired by the
preceding analysis:
Dominant publics are systemic discursive spaces formed historically and insti-

tutionalized presently through the material invention, circulation, and uptake of
normative rhetorics throughout sociopolitical structures. Discourses from domi-
nant publics enjoy wide, privileged circulation. Their discourses tend to be ever-
present considering how these publics heavily structure the public sphere,
although their discourses are not all-powerful. Counterpublics are emergent dis-
cursive spaces formed over time through the affective invention, circulation, and
encounter of performative and parrhesiastic rhetorics (Larson). Counterpublics
are neither simply alternative to dominant publics, nor simply opposed. Counter-
publics exist within and against historical and contemporary discursive, material,
affective conditions of institutionalized, systemic oppression. Parasitic publics are
reactionary discursive spaces formed residually and institutionalized affectively
through the invention, circulation, and uptake of demagogic rhetorics. In articu-
lating with dominant discourse and against counterdiscourse, these publics
exploit historical and contemporary discursive, material, affective conditions of
institutionalized, systemic oppression.
Our work here is exploratory though and, as such, we do not presume to offer

a complete theoretical framework of parasitic publics. However, we feel this founda-
tion is important because it refuses the cooptation of counterpublics, thereby preser-
ving its critical orientation in the hope that future scholarship will do the same.
Indeed, further research is necessary for theoretical expansion, clarification, contesta-
tion, readjustment, and generalization. But, while our case study of Swarmfront is
singular in its focus, it is also far from existing in isolation. One can observe the
applicability of the framework illustrated here to other discourses. For example,
“involuntary celibate” or “incel” discourse advances claims of counterpublicity in
its expression of frustration against dominant norms of attractability. But it articu-
lates with dominant patriarchal publics in the expectation that women exist as sexual
property to which men are entitled, an expectation frustrated when women reject
these men who then can and have responded violently. In doing so, incel discourse
articulates against feminist counterdiscourse from a position of privilege as a means
to gain increased proximity to power. Incel discourse is therefore not center enough
to be “dominant” in the public sphere but also not a counterdiscourse because it
exploits sexism to narrow discursive space for women. In other words, it operates as
a parasitic public. We see this concept as having great explanatory power for
confronting (or understanding the power of) white nationalist rhetoric in relation
to dominant political discourse.
Future research can trace the uptake and mainstreaming processes of parasitic

publics. In 2012, Senator Lindsey Graham stated, for instance, “We’re not generating
enough angry white guys to stay in business for the long term” (qtd. in Helderman).
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This statement speaks volumes about how an assemblage of dominant publics will
reorganize its relations to maintain power in response to status threat and counter-
discursive challenge (Mays). We see this desperate reorganization for the mainte-
nance of power as a reason that the rhetorical character of parasitic publics can be
remarkably potent in the public sphere, especially evidenced in contemporary immi-
gration discourse. Gonzales notes “how the narrow ideological discourse of the
nativist Right, which was once on the margins of US immigration policy in the
early 1980s, was turned into the leading ideological force for passing anti-migrant
legislation during the 109th Congress and beyond” (22). Even as someone who
receives critique from Gonzales for defending people from being identified as racist
on the sole basis of their “race neutral” language, Carol M. Swain observes, “Almost
all critics of a more open immigration policy in America inevitably use white
nationalist rhetoric in their tone and implication” (105). Popular Fox News host
Tucker Carlson faces accusations that he is a white nationalist and experienced
advertising boycotts after describing immigrants as, “waves of people with high
school educations or less. … We have a moral obligation to admit the world’s poor,
they tell us, even if it makes our own country poor and dirtier and more divided.”6

Departing Speaker of the House Paul Ryan announced his final act as speaker:
granting Irish immigrants visas amid an imagined national crisis of immigrants
along the United States’s southern border. These few instances may appear as
episodic ruptures—exceptions, not the rule—but their increasing frequency and
intensity suggest the real possibility of white nationalist parasitic publics having
successfully become networked with the larger assemblage of dominant publics.
We hope future research directs attention to, interrogates, and intervenes in this
parasitic movement of the public sphere.
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Appendix A: BUGS Buddy

https://web.archive.org/web/20190808163439/http://bugsbuddy.co.nf/

Appendix B: BUGS Rhetorical Style Guide

http://www.whitakeronline.org/blog/topic/are-you-new-to-bugs-swarm/
● 1 Stay on message; we deal with the genocide of White people and the
perpetrators, anti-Whites. When talking to the general public don’t go into
a rant about Jewish conspiracies, banking families, NWO [New World Order],
etc. White genocide is the first step to establish a beachhead in the general
population’s consciousness—we can expand on other ideas later.

● 2 Use the Mantra and our talking points. Everything anti-Whites say always
leads to our genocide, and we have good ways to counter their talking points.
You can customise [sic] our stuff and use it for yourself.

● 3 Use our terminology; “Anti-White”, “Pro-White”, “White genocide”, “Anti-
racist is a codeword for anti-White”, “Africa for the Africans, Asia for the
Asians, White countries for everybody”.

● 4 “Anti-racist is a codeword for anti-White” should be the last thing in your
post if possible.

● 5 Don’t use their terminology; “racist” should ONLY be used in “anti-racist”;
“nazi” should ONLY be used in naziwhowantstokillsixmillionjews”; “HATE!”,
“holocaust”, “facist” [sic] “LOVE!” should be avoided; “diversity”, “multicultural”
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can be pointed out as meaning less White people. Avoid using “The White race”,
“Caucasians”, “The Whites”, because it makes it look distant and turns it into
a philosophical debate; use ‘Our people’, ‘My people’, ‘White people’, etc.

● 6 Capitalize “White”, when you’re talking about our race.
● 7 ALWAYS use “Genocide”, NEVER use “Extinction”, “Population Displace-
ment”, “Demographics shift”, etc.

● 8 NEVER call them “antis”, they are “anti-White” – they are against White
people existing.

● 9 Use “As an anti-White” e.g. “As an anti-White why do you think more
assimilation is required in ONLY White countries?”.

● 10 Don’t argue, make our point: ALL White countries & ONLY White
countries are told by anti-Whites, who claim to be “anti-racist”, that they
must accept millions of non-Whites and ‘assimilate’ with them, which is
genocide under UN genocide conventions. If people get annoyed of hearing
our message that’s good, it means they can remember it!

● 11 This isn’t about anti-Whites; we are talking to the general public, USE the
anti-Whites to humiliate them and point out that they support White genocide.
A lot of the general public are tired of “anti-racists” (anti-Whites) and WE have
to show them how to defeat and humiliate them.

● 12 Be aggressive and take the moral high-ground; if they call you names say
“You’re only saying that because I’m White”.

● 13 Think before you talk. Talking about commiting [sic] violence is a no-go.
No talking about genocide tribunals because it makes us look dangerous. Using
lots of bad language is going to make you—and us—look stupid. That does not
mean treat anti-Whites with dignity.

● 14 YOU ask the questions. If you don’t get a reply keep asking them—it means
your opponent is embarrassed and is trying to get off the subject. If they
demand you answer questions say “WE ask the questions, because YOU sup-
port/justify genocide of MY people!”

● 15 Use emotional language; “Why do you hate little White children?”, “Why
do you want to genocide little White babies?”.

● 16 Winning isn’t important; you should be winning all of the arguments with
the anti-Whites if you do what Bugsters do, but don’t worry if you lose a few of
them—this is about imposing our terminology and getting the public talking
about White genocide.

● 17 Know your target audience and wrap our message around what appeals to
them. Young adults want to talk about education fees and housing prices, Teens
want to talk about music, Old people want to talk about pensions, etc. Try to
connect with the people using their language/colloquialisms e.g. “Dude” “Mate”
“Bloke” “Howdy” “Yeah” “Lol” “Rofl”
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● 18 Flip the script. What if ALL Asian countries were told to bring in immi-
grants and assimilate with them? What if “anti-racists” in Africa demanded that
Africans stopped patrolling their borders and kicking out illegal immigrants?

● 19 We’re all part of the team. Remember to report any places that you post
The Mantra or mini-Mantras in Where did you post the Mantra today? II
Bugsters will offer you advice if you’re new, ask them for help Swarming and
they’ll arrive on the link to help you out.
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